
1, 5 year warranty
    Replacement warranty will be provided during he warranty 
    period if the lamp suffers quality problems.
2, During the warrant period, the customer shall return the 
    damaged goods or failed parts for inspection and repair 
    by Goldenlx. Goldenlux will then send the fixed or new 
    parts back.
3, Replacement warranty will be provided once valid documents 
    are presented. 
4, The following circumstances will not receive replacement 
    warranty;
    a,Damage caused, including, but not limited to, damage 
    from abnormal working conditions, improper usage, storage 
    that does not conform  to the instruction manual;
    b,Dismantling, modification or improper installation or
    repairing of the products without Goldenlux's authorisation;
    c,No valid documents;
    d, Damages caused by environmental circumstances
    including, but not limited to, fire, flood,lighting strike, 
    earthquake.
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Installation 

!

Installation 

Fixture model and specification

!
1, Carefully read the installation instructions and ensure the
    mains supply is isolated before installation
2, All electrical work must be undertaken by a qualified contractor 
    to ensure latest wiring regulations. 
3, Disconnect power before installing or doing any maintenance.
4, This light should not be used in areas with limited ventilation or
    high ambient temperatures.

Warning

                                                                   

Specification:

Cut off the power before the lamp 
connected,connect the line as follow.
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/Black

 
Input line

Switch off

Installation   diagram

Model No.： GL-CL75W
Wattage： 75W
Lumens： 11250lm

4.3Kg
5.2Kg
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IP65
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Beam Angle:
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CE
UL DIM

450x450x120 MM

1、
Use an electric drill to drill four φ Φ8mm 
holes in the ceiling according to the size 
of 270x220mm.

2、
Install the plastic screws cover in our 
accessory package on the ceiling.

3、
Use M6*40 screws in the accessory 
bag to fix the lamps on the ceiling.

Four mounting holes
Human body sensor

M6X40 screw 
hole position


